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|  SharkStriker’s vCISO service

With this service, you can get the much-needed foresightedness, team, and tools you need for 
developing risk mitigation and information security strategies. You will get a team that dedicatedly 
attends to all your cybersecurity needs with a holistic approach.

SharkStriker has introduced a service that solves this challenge by providing you with the much-
needed expertise, leadership, and assistance that you would have if you had a full-time CISO.

Cybersecurity talent retention is one of the biggest challenges that organizations face today. 
Companies want a leader with the expertise and knowledge to address all the immediate and long-
term information security challenges. However, finding them and retaining them is a challenge that 
many face.

Get seamless access to CISO without hiring one!

Deploy industry-based expertise to achieve all of your cybersecurity and compliance goals

Periodical mitigation of risk and improvement of posture

Gain thought leadership on cybersecurity without extending your team
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|  Business Benefits
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Out source the trouble of hiring and keeping a full-time CISO.

Get on-demand leadership with a dedicated team, solutions, resources, and tools. 

It enables continuous monitoring, identification, and response to threats. 

Periodical posture improvement through cybersecurity best practices. 

24x7 incident response to protect your business from cyber attack-related disruptions. 

It saves you from investing a fortune or breaking the budget on dedicated CISO

Deploy industry-based expertise to achieve all of your cybersecurity and compliance goals.

|  Values Delivered

1. Governance Risk and Compliance Achievement

Ÿ We create the right policies and procedures that align with your compliance goals.

Ÿ We assist you in baseline security audits and risk assessments for identifying and addressing
security gaps in your IT infrastructure.

Ÿ Create a roadmap with an action plan based on assessment against industry best practices and
standards.

2. Cybersecurity Planning, Assessment, and Strategy

Ÿ Channel our expertise in providing holistic services to render CISO-level expertise for solving
industry-specific bottlenecks in cybersecurity.

Ÿ Meet all the long-term planning, leadership, and decision-making goals with a team of seasoned
cybersecurity veterans.
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3. CISO Leadership

Ÿ One-stop service that addresses all cybersecurity and risk-related queries
Ÿ Expert guidance for triage and incident. .response to address threats and breaches as and when 

they arise.
Ÿ Step-by-step guidance for incident response planning for meeting all the compliance. 

4. Other cybersecurity  services

Ÿ Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing (VAPT)
Ÿ Incident Response Service
Ÿ Risk and Gap Assessment
Ÿ Implementation

Ÿ CIS-Based Security Posture Audit
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Phone: +1 925 5321900
Email: sales@sharkstriker.com
Website: www.sharkstriker.com

|  About SharkStriker
SharkStriker is a trailblazing cybersecurity services vendor with a mission to simplify cybersecurity for 
its partners across industries through its technologically driven human-led open architecture platform 
STRIEGO. It seeks to cater to some of the industry's most immediate challenges such as siloed 
cybersecurity,  increasing cost of cybersecurity solutions, changing regulatory environment, and 
increasing reliance on multiple vendors for multiple aspects of cybersecurity and compliance.    

With STRIEGO, SharkStriker is able to assist its network of partners and customers through effective 
augmentation of cybersecurity posture as per use cases, extending visibility, compliance 
management, and round-the-clock support for incident response.    

Through a team of threat-striking experts, they have made their presence across MEA, North 
America, Europe, and Asia.

|  Globally recognized, Globally trusted.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sharkstriker/
https://www.facebook.com/thesharkstriker/
https://twitter.com/TheSharkStriker
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-Rrin1Lio3SDagglJQ_Ptg
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